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Creation of companies
On March, 24th, The National Institut for Support to Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises launched a public tender regarding innovative
ideas for creating new businesses in any activity sector.
The tender was limited to national citizens, which can enter
individually or by forming teams of five people.
The ten best ideas shall receive a monetary prize to fund the entire
company creation process, besides the institutional support
concerning business development, including counseling on how to
obtain the Commercial Bank’s financing.
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Cooperating with Angola – Canada
World widely recognized Canadian companies are interested in
investing on the diamonds sector in Angola. While visiting Angola, a
Canadian delegation intended to explore and understand the Angolan
market and also study the best areas for investing, mainly the areas
susceptible to contribute to the country’s economic growth.
Some companies are already active in Angola, while others are about
to sign memorandums of understanding or already are in some
advanced negotiation phase concerning joint ventures with Angolan
companies.

Development in Huambo
Gove’s Hydroelectric Project was inaugurated, which means the cities
of Huambo, Caála e Cuito (Bié) have now access to electrical energy
for domestic consumption and also enough power to relaunch the
recovery of Huambos’s province industrial area.
For this reindustrialization, there are already plans to build more dams
along the Cunene River, namely the Jamba Yamina Dam, which shall
triplicate the amount of existing electric energy within a period of five
years.
Besides what was mentioned above, there are plans to build a
multipurpose terminal in the Caála Municipality within the next two
years, which is integrated in the scope of the project to create a new
industrial development area.
The infrastructure will comprise a logistics and business platform as
well as a housing complex, which shall be boosted by the circulation
of the Benguela’s Railways train.

This project will also contain a dry port with a parking lot for containers
coming from Lobito’s Port, beyond the premises of the customs
services, cold stores and silos for storing cereals and fuels

National Parks
Iona’s National Park, located in the Municipality of Tômbwa (Namibe),
which is the biggest crossborder park of Angola, will be rehabilitated
for a better conservation of biodiversity and tourism promotion, through
European Union’s funding.
This park was created as a game reserve in 1937 and transformed in a
National Park in 1964, considered as a wild life paradise with various
species of animals, some of them almost extinct, and unique flora.
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Gove’s Hydroelectric Project was inaugurated, which means the cities
of Huambo, Caála e Cuito (Bié) have now access to electrical energy
for domestic consumption and also enough power to relaunch the
recovery of Huambos’s province industrial area.
In order for this reindustrialization, there are already plans to build
more dams along the Cunene River, namely the Jamba Yamina Dam,
which shall triplicate the amount of existing electric energy within a
period of five years.
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Water for all
Angola has a new Project with the World Bank for the creating of new
public private partnerships regarding drinking water supply and basic
sanitation management. The Angolan government is interested on
other countries’ experience in order to design a strategy for the
development of the private sector in this area.
The World Bank signed a financial agreement with the Angolan
government for the development of projects in the scope of “water for
all”, evaluated at 12 billion Kwanzas.
The program not only includes the investment regarding
infrastructures, but also the institutional investment, which foresees
the creation of water supply and sanitation management entities, as
well as the granting of an effective management of the infrastructures
built.

Sea Ports
The Commercial Port of Lobito’s amplification and modernization
works already begun, from which we would like to highlight the
construction of a loading and unloading terminal for the ore to be
exported from Congo, the extension of the jetty and the creation of a
dry port, which will serve to the loading and unloading of containers.
This is a strategically located enterprise for the austral area of the
African Continent which will promote not only Angola’s growth, but also
the growth of the neighboring countries.
Large vessels will be unloaded only once a day, instead of the three
times a day so far and it will be possible to compete with other Austral
Africa’s ports.

The dry port, which will serve to unload containerized goods and for
other port services, is still under construction.
The container terminal will be able to move around 700 thousand
containers yearly and the mining port will be able to handle as much
as 11 million tons of diverse goods per year.

ExpoCabinda 2013
The Cabinda’s province government and the International Fair of
Luanda will carry out the first edition of Cabinda’s International Fair,
which shall happen between 24th and 26th of May.
There will be several companies on display in the areas of the
petroleum sector, energy, construction, agricultural industry,
transforming industry, tourism, training and education, transports,
logistics and services.
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Tourism
The Tourism and Hotels Ministry has presented several projects in the
short, medium and long run, being one of the most important, the
Tourism Master Plan, which includes the touristic poles of Calandula,
CaboLedo, Okavango and Zambeze.
The training component is also contemplated in the Master Plan,
namely in what regards the itinerant training in several
specialties/fields.
The Ministry foresees the construction of three specialized schools in
Luanda, Benguela and Huíla.
The Tourism Fostering Institute has been mobilizing national and
foreign investors, aiming their investment so that they invest in the
country, for which it presented a project for the construction of
municipal hotels and hotels in the biggest cities that are province
capitals.
There are five hotels which are almost built: in Cabinda, Luanda, Huíla,
Namibe and Benguela. These hotels are financed through a Chinese
line of credit and the construction is worth millions of dollars.
Angola is the second biggest client of South African tourism, right
after Nigeria.

Portuguese Companies
Mobilwave, S.A:, a health related IT company, is interested in
promoting contacts with Angolan health care providers.
The Nabeiro group is in Angola through Delta and Ginga – coffee
coming from Uíje, Cuanza and Bié and packed in the industrial
facilities the group owns in Cacuaco. The group dedicates to selling
and export of coffee and machines and it has been having a
remarkable growt (37% in 2012).
The first “Continente” supermarkets in Angola will open only in 2014.
The initial goal of SONAE was to open a network of 4 to 6 “Continente”
stores in Angola.
Amorim Turismo has taken over the managing of the Samba Hotel in
Luanda and it will also manage a beach hotel that is under
construction in Lobito and which is an extension of the Términus
Hotel.
The José Cristóvão Group owns the President Hotel in Luanda.

Angolan Companies
Sonangol was considered the second biggest company in Africa,
according to a study divulged in Paris by Jeune Afrique Magazine.
Until 2017, this company will duplicate its number of gas stations in
several points of the country, which corresponds to around 1324 new
gas stations.
N’Gola’s beer brewery in the city of Lubango, which is managed by a
South African company since 2000, will invest in the assembly of a
new filling line with capacity for 50 000 bottles per hour. The brewery
will also invest in the making of sodas and a water treatment plant, as
well as a packaging manufacturing unit.
The Tondinha&Irmão company has set up a mega amusement park for
children and adults in the Benfica area.
The “Água Tandavala” was recently launched in the city of Lubango
and is managed by the Interserviços company.

Banks
BIC Angola Bank bought the Portuguese Bank of Business 
International Financial Institution of Cape Verde for 30 million euros.
This bank is also planning to open new branches in Namibia and South
Africa.
Caixa Geral de Depósitos’ and Sonangol’s project to create a
investment bank did not come through. In replacement, the National
Bank of Angola issued a license for the Savings and Housing
Promotion Bank, which is already formally created and shall start
functioning within the next three months.
The American bank Standard Chartered announced its intention to set
a subsidiary in Angola, which it considers to be an international
investment target.

New Bills
The new 50, 100, 200 and 500 kwanza bills entered in circulation on
March, 22nd and the 1000, 2000 and 5000 kwanzas bills shall enter
the market on May, 31st.

Companies’ Social Responsability
Some of the companies engaged in social responsability projects in
Angola were noted in a university conference, specially the Espírito
Santo Angola Bank, which created a Social Fund in 2005. This Fund
receives 5% of this bank’s annual profits, money that serves to
support several institutions helping children in the areas of health and
education.

Sugar
The necessary ammount to promote the “Aldeia Nova”’s Project
named “Procana” (project destined to the production of sugar cane in
the municipality of Cela, in South Cuanza), which has been innactive
since 2010 for lack of funding, is in the amount of 60 billion kwanzas.

This project aimed the plantation of sugar cane in a 44 000 acres area,
with a production of 120 tons of raw material per acre.
There are 500 acres in nurseries that cannot be transferred to the
plantation area.
The Government will promote the relaunch of this project since it is
national production.

Oil
A study of earthquake activity was started in the region of Soyo, this
study which aims to locate and identify areas of oil and natural gas
accumulation that are not being already exploited and also to obtain
sub soil of this area regarding energetic and mineral resources
characteristics.
The GEGLS Oil&Gas consortium will invest in the construction of a
new sub aquatic equipment production plant, the first ever existing in
Africa, for the industry of oil and gas in Soyo.
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